FOREWORD DAVID CAMERON

MENDING OUR
BROKEN SOCIETY
The era of big government has run its course. Poverty and inequality
have got worse, despite Labour’s massive expansion of the state. The
number of people living in severe poverty has risen by 900,000 in
the past ten years. Youth unemployment has increased, with nearly
one million young people now out of work. The incomes of the bottom
ten percent actually fell by £9 per week after housing costs between
2002 and 2008. Inequality is at a record high and social mobility has
stalled – people are no more likely to escape the circumstances of
their birth than they were fifty years ago. As the state has continued
to expand under Labour, our society has become more, not less
unfair. We can’t go on like this.
If we are going to mend our broken society and make British poverty
history, we need to address the causes of poverty and inequality, not
just the symptoms. We need new answers to the social problems we
face - and we believe that the truly effective answers will come from
a big society, not big government; from social responsibility, not state
control. So we will redistribute power and control from the central
state to individuals, families and local communities. That way, we can
create the opportunity for people to take responsibility. Our approach
is absolutely in line with the spirit of the age – the post-bureaucratic
age.
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Our reforms will rebuild the once-natural bonds that existed between
people – of duty and responsibility – which are currently being
replaced with the synthetic bonds of the state: regulation and
bureaucracy. But the success of our plan to mend Britain’s broken
society depends less on the actions that a Conservative government
will take to give people more power and more on society’s response.
We understand that after a decade of government treating people like
children - either telling them what to do or doing things for them - we
will need to shake things up. So a Conservative government needs to
go further than enabling people to take responsibility: it must actively
help make it happen. We must use the state to help stimulate social
action. We must use the state to help remake society, because the
big society, not big government, is the way to make Britain safer and
fairer, a country where opportunity is more equal. We are impatient to
get on with this work. We are determined to make a difference. We
are all in this together, and we know that if we all pull together then
this country can have great hope for the future.
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URGENT ACTION TO
IMPROVE OUR SCHOOLS
Improving our schools system is the most important thing we can do
to make opportunity more equal and to address our declining social
mobility. Britain is slipping down the world league tables in Maths and
English, and violence in the classroom is a serious problem. Truancy
is at record levels, having risen by more than a third despite Labour
spending over £1 billion to combat it. Standards are falling, and there
is a growing gap between the richest and the poorest. We can’t go on
like this.
The reason we have fallen behind is that schools are controlled
by politicians and bureaucrats with the wrong ideas. They have
undermined the power of teachers to keep order and devalued the
curriculum and exam system.
A Conservative government will give many more children access to
the kind of education that is currently only available to the well-off:
safe classrooms, talented and specialist teachers, access to the best
curriculum and exams, and smaller schools run by teachers who know
the children’s names.
To make real progress we need to implement the kind of reforms that
have worked so well in countries like the USA, Canada, Sweden and
elsewhere, based on increased choice and accountability, rigorous
standards and greater prestige for the teaching profession. By making
these changes we will improve standards for all pupils and close the
attainment gap between the richest and poorest.
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2.1 BETTER TEACHERS AND TOUGHER DISCIPLINE
The single most important thing for a good education is for every child to have access to a
good teacher. We will take steps to enhance the prestige of the teaching profession, provide
more on-the-job training and attract the best people into the profession.
We will raise the entry requirement for
taxpayer-funded primary school teacher
training from a C grade in English and Maths
GCSE to a B, and graduates will need at least
a 2:2 in their degree in order to qualify for
state-funded training.

We will make it easier for teachers to
use reasonable force to deal with violent
incidents and remove disruptive pupils from
the classroom without fear of legal action,
and give teachers the strongest possible
protection from false accusations. We
will legislate so that teachers can ban any
Schools – especially struggling ones – must be items that cause disruption in the classroom.
We believe head teachers are best placed
able to attract the best teachers and subject
to raise standards of behaviour, which is
specialists, so we will give all headteachers
the power to pay good teachers more. By
why we will stop heads being overruled by
redirecting the current teacher training budget, bureaucrats over exclusions. We will reinforce
powers of discipline by strengthening homewe will pay the student loan repayments
school behaviour contracts.
for top maths and science graduates for as
long as they remain teachers, expand Teach
First and introduce two new programmes –
Teach Now and Troops to Teachers – to get
experienced, high-quality people into the
profession.
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2.2 A RIGOROUS CURRICULUM AND EXAM SYSTEM
Every child who is capable of reading should be doing so after two years in primary school,
and evidence from Scotland has shown that there are teaching methods that can make this
possible.
To make this happen we will promote the
teaching of systematic synthetic phonics and
ensure teachers are properly trained to teach
using this method. And to provide parents with
the reassurance they need that their child is
making progress, we will establish a simple
reading test at the age of six.
We will reform the National Curriculum so that
it is more challenging and based on evidence
about what knowledge can be mastered by
children at different ages. We will ensure that
the primary curriculum is organised around
subjects like Maths, Science and History.
We will encourage setting so those who are
struggling get extra help
Under Labour the exam system has become
devalued. We will overhaul the Key Stage
2 tests and make exams more robust and
rigorous by giving universities and subject
academics more power over examinations.
We will ensure that our exam system is
measured against the most rigorous systems
in the world. And so that every pupil has the
opportunity to test themselves against the
highest standards, we will allow all state
schools the freedom to offer the same highquality international exams that private
schools offer.

In the post-bureaucratic age people expect to
be able to make choices about the services
they use, based on robust information about
the quality on offer. A Conservative government
will reform school league tables so that
schools can demonstrate they are stretching
the most able and raising the attainment of
the less able. We will publish all performance
data currently kept secret by the DCSF so
that web-based applications can create many
new and different sorts of league tables. And
we will establish a free online database of
exam papers and marking schemes so that
parents, teachers and academics can see for
themselves how exams have changed.
To make sure that vocational and technical
education is designed to meet the needs of
modern business, we will set up technical
Academies across England, starting in
at least the twelve biggest cities, and
fund 400,000 new apprenticeship, preapprenticeship, college and other training
places over two years – paid for as part
of our plans to Get Britain Working. We will
free schools from regulatory restrictions so
that they can offer workplace training that
engages young people who currently drift out
of formal education.
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2.3 GIVING EVERY PARENT ACCESS TO A GOOD SCHOOL
Drawing on the experience of the Swedish
school reforms and the charter school
movement in the USA, we will break down
barriers to entry so that any good education
provider can set up a new Academy school –
free, non-selective, high-quality state schools
that are open to all. These new Academies will
be run by charities, parent and teacher groups,
trusts, voluntary groups and co-operatives.
Our schools revolution will create a new
generation of good small schools with high
standards of discipline.
Our school reform programme is a major
part of our anti-poverty strategy, which is
why our first priority will be to establish new
Academy schools in the most deprived
areas of the country. We will do this by
redirecting the school capital budget to fund
at least 220,000 new school places in the
poorest communities. They will be beacons
of excellence in areas where school standards
are unacceptably low, providing competition to
underperforming local authority schools.
We want every child to benefit from our
reforms. So we will give every existing school
the chance to achieve Academy status,
with ‘outstanding’ schools pre-approved, and
extend the Academy programme to primary
schools. And we will make sure Academies
have the vital freedoms that help make them
so successful in the first place.
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Education’s real power lies in its ability to
transform the life chances of children brought
up in the toughest of circumstances. We can’t
go on giving the poorest children the worst
education, which is why we will introduce a
pupil premium – weighting school funding
towards children from disadvantaged
backgrounds. Because the most vulnerable
children deserve the very highest quality
of care, we will call a moratorium on the
ideologically-driven closure of special schools
and end the bias towards the inclusion of
children with special needs in mainstream
schools.
People have been far too ready to excuse
failure in schools. We will ensure that Ofsted
adopts a more rigorous and targeted
inspection regime, reporting on performance
only in the core areas related to teaching
and learning: the quality of teaching, the
effectiveness of leadership, pupils’ behaviour
and safety and pupils’ achievement. There
will be more unannounced inspections,
and failing schools will be inspected more
often – with the best schools visited less
frequently. And any school that is in special
measures for more than a year will be taken
over immediately by a successful Academy
provider.

